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Multichannel Audio Synthesis by Subband-Based
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Abstract—Multichannel audio can immerse a group of listeners
in a seamless aural environment. Previously, we proposed a system
capable of synthesizing the multiple channels of a virtual multichannel recording from a smaller set of reference recordings.
This problem was termed multichannel audio resynthesis and
the application was to reduce the excessive transmission requirements of multichannel audio. In this paper, we address the more
general problem of multichannel audio synthesis, i.e., how to completely synthesize a multichannel audio recording from a specific
stereophonic or monophonic recording, which would significantly
enhance the recording’s acoustic impression. We approach this
problem by extending the model employed for the resynthesis
problem. This is accomplished by adapting the resynthesis conversion parameters to the statistical properties of the recording that
we wish to enhance. This parameter adaptation is similar to the
task adaptation employed in speech recognition, when a specific
model is applied to a different environment (speaker, language or
channel). One particular approach to this problem is shown here
to be quite advantageous toward solving the multichannel audio
synthesis problem as well.
Index Terms—Audio recording, audio resynthesis, audio systems, Gaussian mixture model, multichannel audio, virtual
microphones.

I. INTRODUCTION

M

ULTICHANNEL audio can enhance the sense of immersion for a group of listeners by reproducing the sounds that
would originate from several directions around the listeners, thus
simulating the way we perceive sound in a real acoustical space.
However, several key issues must be addressed. Multichannel
audio imposes excessive requirements to the transmission
medium. A system we previously proposed [1], [2], attempted
to address this issue by offering the alternative to synthesize the
multiple channels of a multichannel recording from a smaller set
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of signals (denoted as reference channels or recordings in this
work, e.g., the left and right channels in a traditional stereophonic
recording). The solution, termed multichannel audio resynthesis,
focused on the problem of enhancing a concert hall recording
and divided the problem in two different parts, depending on
the characteristics of the recording to be synthesized. Given the
microphone recordings from several locations in a venue (stem
recordings—see Fig. 1 for an example of how microphones may
be arranged in a recording venue for a multichannel recording),
our objective was to design a system that can resynthesize these
recordings from the reference recordings. For this reason, stem
recordings are also referred to as target recordings in this work.
We have obtained such stem microphone recordings from two
orchestra halls in the U.S. by placing microphones at various
locations throughout the hall. By recording a performance with
a total of sixteen microphones, we then designed a system that
recreates these recordings (thus named virtual microphone
recordings) from the main microphone pair. These resynthesized
stem recordings are then mixed in order to produce the final
multichannel audio recording. The distinction of the recordings
is made depending on the location of the microphone in the venue,
thus resulting in two different categories, namely reverberant
and spot microphone recordings.
Reverberant microphones are the microphones placed far
from the sound source, for example C and D in Fig. 1. These
microphones are treated separately as one category because
they mainly capture reverberant information (that can be reproduced by the surround channels in a multichannel playback
system). For simulating recordings of such microphones, infinite impulse response (IIR) filters were designed from existing
multichannel recordings made in a particular concert hall [1].
Our objective was to estimate the appropriate filters that capture
the concert hall acoustical properties from a given set of stem
microphone recordings. These IIR filters designed were shown
to be capable of recreating the acoustical properties of the
venue at specific locations.
Spot microphones are microphones that are placed close to
the sound source (e.g., G in Fig. 1). These microphones introduce a very challenging situation. Because the source of sound is
not a point source but rather distributed such as in an orchestra,
the recordings of these microphones depend largely on the instruments that are near the microphone and not so much on the
acoustics of the hall. Synthesizing the recordings of these microphones, therefore, involves enhancing certain instruments and
diminishing others, which in most cases overlap both in the time
and frequency domains. The algorithm described in [2] focuses
on this problem and is based on spectral conversion.
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Fig. 1. Example of how microphones may be arranged in a recording venue
for a multichannel recording. In the virtual microphone synthesis algorithm,
microphones A and B are the main reference pair from which the remaining
microphone signals can be derived. Virtual microphones C and D capture the
hall reverberation, while virtual microphones E and F capture the reflections
from the orchestra stage. Virtual microphone G can be used to capture
individual instruments. These signals can then be mixed and played back
through a multichannel audio system that recreates the spatial realism of a
large hall.

In this paper, we address the more general problem of
multichannel audio synthesis. The goal is to convert existing
stereophonic or monophonic recordings into multichannel.
Note that to-date only a handful of music recordings have been
made with multiple channels. The same approach is followed
as in the resynthesis problem. Based on existing multichannel
recordings, we decide which microphone locations must be
synthesized. For reverberant microphones, the filters designed
for the resynthesis problem can be readily applied to arbitrary
recordings. Their time-invariant nature offers the advantage
that these filters can be applied to any recording although
having been designed based on a specific recording. In contrast, the time-varying nature of the methods designed for spot
microphone resynthesis, prohibits us from applying them in
an arbitrary recording. This is the problem that we address in
this paper, thus in Sections II–IV only the spot microphone
synthesis case is examined.
The block diagram of Fig. 2 can serve as a guide to the
methods examined in this paper. The part of the diagram to the
left of the dotted line corresponds to an existing multimicrophone recording. Multichannel audio resynthesis allows us to
reconstruct the stem recordings (target channels) from the reference channel. The objective of such a system is to decrease the
transmission requirements of multichannel audio, by allowing
some of the channels to be recreated at the receiving end. The
part of the diagram to the right of the dotted line, corresponds
to multichannel audio synthesis, which is used to fully synthesize stem recordings from the reference channel of a stereo
recording. The objective in this case is to significantly increase
the realism of an existing stereo recording. Our approach
is to take advantage of the resynthesis parameters that have
been derived based on an existing target channel of a different
recording. In other words, given a multimicrophone recording,
we attempt to extract the time-varying filters that relate two different channels and apply them to a different stereo recording.
Given the time-varying nature of these filters, some method
must be derived to adapt them to the characteristics of the stereo
recording. In order to achieve that, the stereo and multimicrophone recordings are related with the Gaussian mixture model

Fig. 2. Block diagram outlining multichannel audio resynthesis and
synthesis. Resynthesis corresponds to existing multichannel audio recordings
while synthesis corresponds to stereo recordings. The objective of resynthesis
is to recreate the multiple channels of the recording (target channels) from a
smaller set of reference channels. The objective of synthesis is to completely
synthesize target channels from one or two reference channels, thus converting
the stereo recording for multichannel rendering. Resynthesis parameters can
be used for the synthesis task, by adapting them through GMM-constrained
estimation and the adaptation assumption explained in the text.

(GMM)-constrained estimation method that is analyzed later
in this paper. The adaptation assumption is also needed that
relates the (unavailable) target response of the stereo recording
with the target response of the multimicrophone recording.
Note that, since the synthesis problem is addressed based on the
estimated filters from an existing multimicrophone recording,
it is essential that we first describe the procedure and give some
results for the resynthesis algorithm as well. The last step, then,
is to attack the synthesis problem based on the resynthesis
parameters and their adaptation to a specific stereo recording.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, spot microphone resynthesis is addressed, since it is
an inherent part of the synthesis problem. The next step toward deriving the synthesis algorithm is the adaptation of the
resynthesis parameters to a different recording. Model adaptation schemes are discussed in Section III. In Section IV, we test
the effectiveness of spectral conversion methods when applied
to resynthesis, especially focusing on computationally efficient
model structures of conversion. The performance of the adaptation methods toward achieving a solution for the synthesis
problem is also examined in Section IV. Finally, a brief discussion of the derived methods is given in Section V and possible
directions for future research are proposed.
II. SPECTRAL CONVERSION FOR RESYNTHESIS
The methods for spot microphones are geared toward enhancing certain instruments in the reference recording. A microphone placed near a particular instrument mainly captures
a “dry” (nonreverberant) version of the instrument and some
leakage from nearby instruments. The instruments close to the
target microphone are far more prominent in the target recording
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than in the reference recording. Our objective is to retain the
perceptual advantages of the multichannel recording, as a first
step toward addressing the problem. This, in effect, means that
our objective is to enhance the desired voices/instruments in the
reference recording, even if the resynthesized signal is not identical with the desired. As mentioned in the previous section, we
were able to produce identical responses for the reverberant microphones case, however the spot microphone case proved to be
far more demanding.
For the spot microphones case, nonstationarity of the audio
signals is the focus of this paper; the spectral conversion
methods attempt to address this problem. The problem arises
from the fact that the objective of our method is to enhance
a particular instrument in the reference recording. The instrument to be enhanced has a frequency response that significantly
varies in time, and as a result a time-invariant filter would not
produce meaningful results. Our methods are based on the
fact that the reference and target responses are highly related
(same performance recorded simultaneously with different
microphones). Based on this observation, the desired transfer
function, although constantly varying in time, can be estimated
based on the reference recording with the use of the spectral
conversion methods. For the spot microphones case, each target
microphone captures mainly a specific type of instruments
while the reference microphone “weighs” all instruments approximately equally. This corresponds to the dependence of the
spot microphones on their location with respect to the orchestra.
Although the response of these microphones depends on the
acoustics of the hall as well, this dependence is not considered
perceptually significant (for reasons explained in Section II-A),
and this greatly simplifies the solution. The methods proposed
here result in one conversion function for each pair of spot
and reference microphones (with the reference microphone
remaining the same in all cases), so that all target waveforms
can be resynthesized from only one recording.
A. Spectral Conversion
Our initial experiments for the spot microphones case, detailed in the next paragraph, motivated us to focus on modifying the short-term spectral properties of the reference audio
signal in order to recreate the desired one. The short-term spectral properties are extracted by using a short sliding window
with overlapping (resulting in a sequence of signal segments or
frames). Each frame is modeled as an autoregressive (AR) filter
excited by a residual signal. The AR filter coefficients are found
by means of linear predictive (LP) analysis [3], and the residual
signal is the result of inverse filtering the audio signal of the current frame by the AR filter. The LP coefficients are modified in
a way to be described later in this section and the residual is filtered with the designed AR filter to produce the desired signal
of the current frame. Finally, the desired response is synthesized
from the designed frames using overlap-add techniques [4].
It is interesting to describe one of our initial experiments that
led us to focus on the short-term spectral envelope and, as a consequence, on the spectral conversion methods that are described
next. In this simple experiment, we attempted to synthesize the
desired response (in this case the response captured by the microphone placed close to the chorus of the orchestra), by using
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the reference residual and the cepstral coefficients obtained from
the desired response. In other words, we were interested to test
the result of our resynthesis methods in the ideal case where
the desired sequence of cepstral coefficients was correctly “predicted”. The result was an audio signal which sounded more
reverberant than the desired signal (for reasons explained later
in this section), but otherwise extremely similar in all respects.
Thus, deriving an algorithm that correctly predicts the desired
sequence of cepstral coefficients from the reference cepstral coefficients of the respective frame, would result in a resynthesized
signal very close to the desired. The problem as stated, is exactly
the problem statement of spectral conversion, which aims to design a mapping function from the reference to the target space,
whose parameters remain constant for a particular pair of reference and target sources. The result will be a significant reduction
of information as the target response can be reconstructed using
the reference signal and this function.
Such a mapping function can be designed by following
the approach of voice conversion algorithms [5]–[7]. The
objective of voice conversion is to modify a speech waveform
so that the context remains as is but appears to be spoken by
a specific (target) speaker. Although the application is completely different, the approach followed is very suitable for our
problem. In voice conversion pitch and time-scaling need to
be considered, while in the application examined here this is
not necessary. This is true since the reference and target waveforms come from the same excitation recorded with different
microphones and the need is not to modify but to enhance the
reference waveform. However, in both cases, there is the need
to modify the short-term spectral properties of the waveform.
At this point, it is of interest to mention that the spectral conversion methods are useful for modifying the spectral coloration
of the signal, and the target response is resynthesized using the
modified spectral envelope along with the residual derived from
the reference recording. Note that short-term analysis indicates
using windows in the order of 50 ms, which means that the
residual (in effect the modeling error) contains the reverberation which cannot be modeled with the short-term spectral envelope. As a result, the resynthesized response might sound more
reverberant than the target response, depending on how reverberant the reference response originally is. Our concern, though,
is mostly to enhance a specific instrument within the reference
recording, without focusing on dereverberating the signal. In
most cases this will not be an issue, given that usually the reference recordings are not highly reverberant.
of reference spectral
Assuming that a sequence
vectors (e.g., line spectral frequencies (LSF’s), cepstral coefficients, etc.) is given, as well as the corresponding sequence of
(training data from the refertarget spectral vectors
can be
ence and target recordings respectively), a function
designed which, when applied to vector , produces a vector
close in some sense to vector . Many algorithms have been
described for designing this function (see [5]–[8] and the references therein). In this paper, the algorithms based on vector
quantization (VQ) ([5]) and GMMs ([6], [7]) were implemented
and compared.
1) Spectral Conversion Based on VQ: Under this approach,
the spectral vectors of the reference and target signals (training
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data) are vector quantized using the well-known modified
K-means clustering algorithm (see for example [9] for details).
Then, a histogram is created indicating the correspondences
between the reference and target centroids. Finally, the function
is defined as the linear combination of the target centroids
using the designed histogram as a weighting function. It is
important to mention that in this case the spectral vectors
were chosen to be the cepstral coefficients so that the distance
measure used in clustering is the truncated cepstral distance.
2) Spectral Conversion Based on GMMs: In this case, the
assumption made is that the sequence of spectral vectors
is a
realization of a random vector with a probability density funcmultivariate
tion (pdf) that can be modeled as a mixture of
, can be written as
Gaussian pdf’s. Thus, the pdf of ,

denotes the expectation operator and the conditional
where
are given again from (4). If the source
probabilities
and target vectors are concatenated, creating a new sequence of
that are the realizations of the random vector
vectors
(where denotes transposition), then all the required
parameters in the above equations can be found by estimating
the GMM parameters of . Then
(6)
Once again, these parameters are estimated by the EM algorithm. Since this method estimates the desired function based
on the joint density of and , it will be referred to as the joint
density estimation (JDE) method.
B. Diagonal Implementation

(1)
is the normal multivariate distribution with
where
mean vector and covariance matrix and
is the prior
probability of class . The parameters of the GMM, i.e., the
mean vectors, covariance matrices and priors, can be estimated
using the expectation maximization (EM) algorithm [10].
As already mentioned, the function is designed so that the
and
are close in some sense. In [6],
spectral vectors
the function is designed such that the error
(2)
is minimized. Since this method is based on least-squares estimation, it will be denoted as the LSE method. This problem
becomes possible to solve under the constraint that is piecewise linear, i.e.,
(3)
where the conditional probability that a given vector belongs
can be computed by applying Bayes’ theto class ,
orem

The GMM-based LSE spectral conversion algorithm can be
implemented with the covariance matrix having no structural restrictions or restricted to be diagonal [6], denoted as full and diagonal conversion respectively. Full conversion is of prohibiting
computational complexity when combined with the adaptation
algorithm for the synthesis problem examined in the second
part of this paper. As explained in [11] and [12], the adaptation
methods described are less computationally demanding when
applied to GMM’s with diagonal covariance matrices. Thus, it
was apparent that it would be more efficient to combine these
methods with the diagonal conversion algorithm of [6] for LSE
and the diagonal conversion for JDE implemented in this paper,
as explained next.
It is important to note that the covariance matrix for the JDE
method cannot be diagonal because this method is based on the
cross-covariance of and which is found from (6). This will
be zero if the covariance of is diagonal. In order to obtain the
same structure as in the diagonal LSE conversion, we must re,
,
, and
in (6) to be diagonal.
strict the matrices
For achieving this restriction, we slightly modified the EM algorithm, with the most noteworthy modification being that of
by taking advantage of its strucobtaining the inverse of
will be
ture. It is very easy to show [13], that the inverse of
(7)
where

(4)

The unknown parameters ( and ,
) can be
found by minimizing (2) which reduces to solving a typical
least-squares equation.
A different solution for function results when a different
function than (2) is minimized [7]. Assuming that and are
jointly Gaussian for each class , then, in mean-squared sense,
the optimal choice for the function is

(5)

(8)
In the above equations, all matrices, thus their products, sums,
and differences are diagonal, so the inversions will be of very
low computational demands. Based on this structure for the in, the joint pdf of and can be written as
verse of
(9)
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with

being the dimensionality of , and the determinant of
equals
(10)

C. Subband Processing
Audio signals contain information over a larger bandwidth
than speech signals. The sampling rate for audio signals is usually 44.1 or 48 kHz compared to 8 or 16 kHz for speech. Moreover, since high acoustical quality for audio is essential, it is important to consider the entire spectrum in detail. For these reasons, the decision to follow an analysis in subbands seems natural. Instead of warping the frequency spectrum using the Bark
scale as is usual in speech analysis, the frequency spectrum was
divided in subbands and each one was treated separately under
the analysis presented in the previous section (the signals were
demodulated and decimated after they were passed through the
filterbanks and before the linear predictive analysis). Perfect reconstruction filter banks, based on wavelets [14], provide a solution with acceptable computational complexity as well as the
appropriate, for audio signals, octave frequency division. The
choice of filter bank was not a subject of investigation but steep
transition from passband to stopband is desirable. The reason
is that the short-term spectral envelope is modified separately
for each band thus frequency overlapping between adjacent subbands would result in a distorted synthesized signal.
D. Transient Sounds Consideration
The spectral conversion methods described earlier will not
produce the desired result in all cases. Transient sounds, such
as percussive sounds in music, cannot be adequately processed
by altering their spectral envelope and must be examined separately. An example of an analysis/synthesis model that treats
transient sounds separately and is very suitable as an alternative
to the subband-based residual/LP model that we employed, is
described in [15]. It is suitable since it also models the audio
signal in different bands, in each one as a sinusoidal/residual
model [16], [17]. The sinusoidal parameters can be treated in
the same manner as the LP coefficients during spectral conversion [18]. We are currently considering this model for improving
the produced sound quality of our system. However, no structured model is proposed in [15] for transient sounds. In the remainder of this section, the special case of percussive sounds is
addressed.
The case of percussive drum-like sounds is considered of
particular importance in music analysis. It is usual in multichannel recordings to place a microphone close to the tympani
as drum-like sounds are considered perceptually important in
recreating the acoustical environment of the recording venue.
For percussive sounds, a similar model to the residual/LP model
described here can be used [19] (see also [20]–[22]), but for the
enhancement purposes investigated in this paper, the emphasis
is given to the residual instead of the LP parameters. The idea is
to extract the residual of an instance of the particular percussive
instrument from the recording of the microphone that captures
this instrument and then recreate this channel from the reference channel by simply substituting the residual of all instances
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of this instrument with the extracted residual. As explained in
[19], this residual corresponds to the interaction between the exciter and the resonating body of the instrument and lasts until the
structure reaches a steady vibration. This signal characterizes
the attack part of the sound and is independent of the frequencies
and amplitudes of the harmonics of the produced sound (after
the instrument has reached a steady vibration). Thus, it can be
used for synthesizing different sounds by using an appropriate
all-pole filter. This method proved to be quite successful and
further details are given in Section IV-D. The drawback of this
approach is that a robust algorithm is required for identifying
the particular instrument instances in the reference recording.
A possible improvement of the proposed method would be to
extract all instances of the instrument from the target response
and use some clustering technique for choosing the residual that
is more appropriate in the resynthesis stage. The reason is that
the residual/LP model introduces modeling error which is larger
in the spectral valleys of the AR spectrum; thus, better results
would be obtained by using a residual which corresponds to an
AR filter as close as possible to the resynthesis AR filter. However, this approach would again require robustly identifying all
the instances of the instrument.
The methods described in this section can be used for resynthesizing recordings of microphones that are placed close to the
orchestra. For this case, the desired responses (stem recordings)
are available and are required in order to derive the conversion
functions. In the synthesis problem, the desired responses are
not available. In Section III, we attempt to address this lack of
training data by adapting the parameters derived for the resynthesis problem, based on the derived statistics of the available
reference recording of the synthesis problem. As we demonstrate, the desired waveforms can be synthesized by taking advantage of techniques developed for speech recognition parameter adaptation.
III. ML CONSTRAINED ADAPTATION FOR SYNTHESIS
The above approach offers a possible solution to the issue
of multichannel audio transmission by allowing transmission of
only one or two reference channels along with the filters that
can subsequently be used to recreate the remaining channels
at the receiving end (virtual microphone resynthesis). Here, we
are interested to address the issue of virtual microphone synthesis, i.e., applying these filters to arbitrary monophonic or
stereophonic recordings in order to enhance particular instrument types and completely synthesize a multichannel recording.
This step requires an algorithm that generalizes these filters.
In the synthesis case, no training target data will be available
so some assumptions must be explicitly made about the target
recording. Our approach is to derive a transformation between
the reference recording used in the training step of the resynthesis algorithm and the reference recording to be enhanced
using the synthesis algorithm, that in some way represents the
statistical correspondence between these two recordings. We
then assume that the same transformation holds for the two corresponding target recordings and practically test this hypothesis.
Techniques for deriving such transformations have been successfully applied in the task of speaker adaptation for speech
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recognition. In this paper, we applied the maximum-likelihood
constrained adaptation method [11], [12], which offers the advantage of a simple probabilistic linear transformation leading
to a mathematically tractable solution for the synthesis problem.
As in the resynthesis case, we obtain a sequence of spectral
vectors from the reference channel of an available multimicrophone recording. These vectors are considered as realizations
of a random vector , which is modeled with a GMM as in (1).
From the reference channel of the stereo recording we also obtain a sequence of spectral vectors, considered as realizations of
random vector . In this manner, we also obtain random vector
from the desired response of the multimicrophone recording,
and we denote as the random vector that corresponds to the
(not available) desired response of the stereo recording. Instead
of applying a GMM for , we attempt to relate the random variables and , the motivation being to derive a transformation
that relates with . We assume that the target random vector
is related to reference random vector by a probabilistic linear
transformation
with probability
with probability
(11)
..
..
.
.
with probability

.

This equation corresponds to the GMM constrained estimation
with in the block diagram of Fig. 2. In the
that relates
denotes a
dimensional matrix (
above equation,
is the number of components of vector ), and is a vector of
the same dimension with . Each of the component transformations is related with a specific Gaussian of with probability
which satisfy the constraint

can be simply solved if the conversion methods mentioned in the
previous section are employed. In other words, the assumption
made is that the target vector for the synthesis problem can
be obtained from the available target vector by

..
.

with probability
with probability
..
.

(15)

with probability

.

This equation corresponds to the adaptation assumption that relates with in the block diagram of Fig. 2.
It is now possible to derive the conversion function for the
synthesis problem, based entirely on the parameters derived
during the resynthesis stage that correspond to a completely
different recording. A solution is provided for adapting the
parameters of both the JDE and LSE resynthesis methods.
This derived conversion function for synthesis will allow the
synthesis of the target response from the reference channel of
the stereo recording as depicted in Fig. 2
A. LSE Parameter Adaptation
Since it is not clear what parameters
and
represent,
we follow the analysis of [6], where the form of the conversion function proposed is explained by examining the limitcase of a single class GMM for (i.e., a Gaussian distribution). In that case, and assuming the source and target vectors are jointly Gaussian, the optimal conversion function in
mean-squared sense will be

(16)
(12)
is the number of Gaussians of the GMM that correwhere
sponds to the reference vector sequence. Clearly
(13)

where
denotes the expectation operator. So, in the limitcase, it holds that
(17)
We also examine the simple case where (11) and (15) become
(18)

resulting in the pdf of
Since under these conditions

(19)
(14)
, the vectors , and the probabilities
and
The matrices
can be estimated using maximum likelihood estimation techniques. The EM algorithm can be applied to this case
in a similar manner to estimating the parameters of a GMM
from observed data. In essence, it is a linearly constrained maximum-likelihood estimation of the GMM parameters.
The purpose of adopting the transformation (11) is to use it
in order to obtain a target training sequence for the synthesis
problem. The assumption is that this function represents the statistical correspondence between the two available recordings.
It is then justifiable to apply the same function to the target
response of the multichannel recording to obtain a reference
recording for the synthesis problem. The synthesis problem then

and
(20)
it is then apparent that the parameters and
sion function for the synthesis case will be

for the conver(21)

The conversion function for the limit-case becomes

(22)
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By analogy then, it is justifiable to conclude that the conversion
function for synthesis will be

(23)
where

(24)

and
(25)

and
is given from (13). Thus, all the parameters
of the conversion function (23) are known from the resynthesis
stage of the algorithm.
B. JDE Parameter Adaptation
Given the linearity of the transformations (11) and (15) and
the fact that for a particular class , and will be jointly
Gaussian, and will also be jointly Gaussian for a particular
class
and . Thus

(26)
since
(27)
and
(28)
It is also true that under the above analysis, the pdf of

will be

(29)
Finally, the conversion function for synthesis will be

(30)
where
and
respectively, and

are given from (24) and (25)
is given from (13). Again, all the
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parameters of the conversion function (30) are known from the
resynthesis stage of the algorithm. It is of interest to note that
the conversion function derived for the JDE synthesis problem
is optimal in mean-squared sense while the conversion function
for LSE synthesis is not optimal in any sense. Also, in the case of
diagonal conversion, the correction of the covariance matrices
cancels in (23) and (30), thus the adaptation essentially occurs
only for the means.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section, we apply the algorithms derived for synthesis
to two multimicrophone recordings, one of classical music and
one of modern music, that we obtained from two US concert
halls, using a large number of microphones in various locations.
As explained earlier, given that the methods for spectral conversion as well as for model adaptation were originally developed
for speech signals, the decision to follow an analysis in subbands
seemed natural. We first test the resynthesis performance, since
the success of the synthesis algorithm is highly dependent on the
resynthesis results. Objective results are given that measure how
close the derived cepstral coefficients are to the desired ones.
The same test is next taken for the adaptation performance for
multichannel synthesis, but now the desired responses are available only for testing, since there is no training phase in this case
(instead, there is now an adaptation phase). Subjective results
from listening tests are also given, as an additional means of
validating our methods. Finally, some issues related with percussive sound resynthesis and synthesis are briefly discussed.
A. Spectral Conversion Performance
The three spectral conversion methods outlined in Section II-A were implemented and tested using a multichannel
recording, obtained as described in Section I of this paper.
The objective was to recreate the channel that mainly captured
the chorus of the orchestra (residual processing for percussive
sound resynthesis is also considered at the last paragraph of this
section). Acoustically, therefore, the emphasis was on the male
and female voices. At the same time, it was clear that some
instruments, inaudible in the target recording but particularly
audible in the reference recording, needed to be attenuated.
More generally, it might hold that a spot microphone might
enhance more than one types of musical sources. Usually, such
microphones are placed with a particular type of instruments in
mind which is easy to discern by acoustical examination, but,
in general, careful selection of the training data should result in
the desirable result even in complex cases.
A database of about 10 000 spectral vectors for each band was
created so that only parts of the recording where the chorus is
present are used, with the choice of spectral vectors being the
cepstral coefficients. Parts of the chorus recording were selected
so that there were no segments of silence included. Given that
our focus was on modifying the short-term spectral properties
of the reference signal, the analysis window we used was a 2048
sample window for a 44.1-kHz sampling rate. This is a typical
value often used when the objective is to alter the short-term
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TABLE I
PARAMETERS FOR THE CHORUS MICROPHONE RESYNTHESIS EXAMPLE

TABLE III
PARAMETERS FOR THE CHORUS MICROPHONE SYNTHESIS EXAMPLE

TABLE II
NORMALIZED DISTANCES FOR LSE-, JDE- AND VQ-BASED METHODS,
FOR FULL AND DIAGONAL CONVERSION

TABLE IV
NORMALIZED DISTANCES FOR LSE METHOD WITHOUT ADAPTATION (“NONE”)
AND WITH SEVERAL COMPONENTS ADAPTATION (M-1 TO M-4) FOR
DIAGONAL CONVERSION

spectral properties of audio signals, and was found to produce
good sound quality results in our case as well. Results were evaluated through both objective and subjective performance criteria
(results from the listening tests are given in Section IV-C). The
spectral conversion methods were found to provide promising
enhancement results. The experimental conditions for the objective tests are given in Table I. The number of octave bands
used was 8, a choice that gives particular emphasis on the frequency band 0–5 kHz and at the same time does not impose excessive computational demands. The frequency range 0–5 kHz
is particularly important for the specific case of chorus recording
resynthesis since this is the frequency range where the human
voice is mostly concentrated. For producing better results, the
entire frequency range 0–20 kHz was considered. The order of
the LP filter varied depending on the frequency detail of each
band and for the same reason the number of centroids for each
band was different.
In Table II, the average quadratic cepstral distance (averaged
over all vectors and all eight bands) is given for each method,
for the training data as well as for the data used for testing (9
s of music from the same recording). The cepstral distance is
normalized with the average quadratic distance between the reference and the target waveforms (i.e., without any conversion
of the LP parameters). The two cases tested are the JDE and
LSE spectral conversion algorithms with full and diagonal covariance matrices, as explained in Section II-B. The difference
lies in the fact that in the second case, the covariance matrix for
all Gaussians is restricted to be diagonal. This restriction provides a more efficient conversion algorithm in terms of computational requirements, but at the same time requires more GMM
components for producing comparable results with full conversion. Results for full conversion were also given in [2]. Here,
we test the efficiency of both diagonal and full conversion when
applied to the resynthesis problem.
The improvement is large for both the GMM-based algorithms, with the LSE algorithm being slightly better, for
both the training and testing data. The VQ-based algorithm,

TABLE V
NORMALIZED DISTANCES FOR JDE METHOD WITHOUT ADAPTATION
(“NONE”) AND SEVERAL COMPONENTS ADAPTATION (M-1 TO M-4) FOR
DIAGONAL CONVERSION

in contrast, produced a deterioration in performance which
was audible as well. This can be explained based on the fact
that the GMM-based methods result in a conversion function
which is continuous with respect to the spectral vectors. The
VQ-based method, on the other hand, produces audible artifacts
introduced by spectral discontinuities because the conversion
is based on a limited number of existing spectral vectors. This
is the reason why a large number of centroids was used for the
VQ-based algorithm as seen in Table II compared to the number
of centroids used for the GMM-based algorithms. However, the
results for the VQ-based algorithm were still unacceptable both
from the objective and subjective perspectives (a higher number
of centroids was tested, up to 8192, without any significant
improvement).
B. Adaptation Performance
The experimental conditions for the synthesis example (spectral conversion followed by parameter adaptation) are given in
Table III. The number of GMM components for the synthesis
problem is smaller than those of the resynthesis problem due to
the increased computational requirements of the described algorithm for adaptation (diagonal conversion is applied for the
synthesis problem as explained in Section IV-A).
In Tables IV and V, the average quadratic cepstral distance for
the synthesis example is given, for the LSE and JDE methods respectively. The objective is to test the performance of the adaptation method for two different cases. The first case is when
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the GMM parameters correspond to a database obtained from a
recording of similar nature with the recording that is attempted
to be synthesized. Referring to the chorus example, the GMM
parameters are derived as explained in the resynthesis algorithm,
by applying the conversion method to a multichannel recording
for which the chorus microphone (desired response) is available. If these parameters are applied to another recording of
similar nature (e.g., both of classical music), the error is quite
large as it appears in the second column of Tables IV and V (denoted as “Same”), in the row denoted as “None” (i.e., no adaptation). It should be noted that the error is measured exactly as
in the resynthesis case. In other words, the desired response is
available for the synthesis case as well but only for measuring
the error and not for estimating the conversion parameters. Because of limited availability of such multimicrophone orchestra
recordings, the similarity of recordings was simulated by using
only a small portion of the available training database (about
5%) for obtaining the GMM parameters. For testing we used
the same recordings that were used for testing in the resynthesis example. The results in the second column of Tables IV
and V show a significant improvement in performance by increasing the number of component transformations. It is interesting to note, however, the performance degradation for small
numbers of component transformations (more evident for LSE
synthesis cases M-1 and M-2). This can be possibly attributed to
the fact that the GMM parameters were obtained from the same
recording thus, even with such a small database, they can be expected to capture some of the variability of the cepstral coefficients. On the other hand, adaptation is based on the assumption
of the same transformation for the reference and target recordings, which becomes very restricting for such a small number
of transformations. The fact that larger numbers of transformation components yield significant reduction of the error, validate
the methods derived here and support the assumptions that were
made in the previous section.
The second case examined is when the GMM parameters correspond to a database obtained from a recording completely different from the recording that is attempted to be synthesized. For
this case, we utilized a multimicrophone recording which we
obtained from a live modern music performance as explained
in Section I. The GMM parameters were derived from a database constructed from this recording, again the focus being on
the vocals of the music. These GMM parameters were applied
to the chorus testing recording of the previous examples and the
results are given in the third column of Tables IV and V (denoted as “Other”). An improvement in performance is apparent
by increasing the number of transformation components, however this case proved to be, as expected, more demanding. The
degradation of performance stems from the fact that the conversion parameters were derived based on a completely different
recording than the one they were applied to. It is expected that
in order to take full advantage of the adaptation methods, the
training database should contain a large number of recordings
of nature as diverse as possible.
C. Subjective Tests
The effectiveness of the proposed methods was measured
by employing subjective tests as well. Two different tests were
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designed, an ABX test and a perceptual preference test, based
on previously conducted listening tests for tasks such as voice
conversion (e.g., [6]). Note that the resynthesis method used for
obtaining the synthesized waveforms for the tests was the one of
(3), while the adaptation method was the oneof (23). This decision
was made since the two resynthesis methods as well as the two
adaptation methods that were proposed in this work result in
acoustically identical recordings, for the same design conditions
(training dataset, number of conversion parameters, number
of adaptation parameters). For this particular test, we used the
number of parameters of Table I for synthesizing the waveforms.
The ABX test was designed for evaluating the performance
of the resynthesis methods. Since the synthesis algorithms are
based on the resynthesis parameters, it is essential to test how
effective acoustically the resynthesis algorithms perform. The
performance of the synthesis methods will always be bounded
by the performance on the resynthesis parameters on which it
is based on. On the other hand, since the resynthesis parameters
are derived for a particular recording, their application to a
different recording results in significant quality degradation. The
adaptation methods for synthesis attempt to address this issue,
by adapting the resynthesis parameters to a different recording.
Thus, we decided to test the synthesis performance by employing
a perceptual preference test, that evaluates the acoustical quality
of the synthesized waveform (i.e., after adapting the resynthesis
parameters to the statistics of the new recording) compared to the
waveform that is synthesized by directly applying the resynthesis
parameters (i.e., without adaptation of the parameters). The
number of parameters used for synthesizing the test waveforms
is the same as in case M-4 of Table III, and the case examined is
the one termed as “Same” in Tables IV and V, i.e., when a small
percentage of the available training dataset is used in order
to simulate a stereo recording similar to the multimicrophone
recording available.
One important issue that distinguishes the ABX test designed
here is the selection of the waveforms that are labeled as A, B,
or X. In a conventional ABX test, A and B would represent
the target and source waveforms, and X would represent the
synthesized waveform. Then, the subjects participating in the
listening test would have to choose whether X is perceptually
closer to A or to B. In our test, X was always the target response,
while A and B were the source waveform and synthesized waveform, in random order. As already mentioned, the objective of
the methods designed in this work for resynthesis and synthesis
is not necessarily to synthesize identical responses to the target
waveform. The objective is to synthesize a waveform that retains
most of the key properties of the target response, mainly emphasizing particular instruments or voices and diminishing others.
The ABX test was designed in this way so that the listener will
compare the source and target waveforms and decide which one
is closer perceptually to the desired response, although the two
responses might not necessarily sound identical.
In the particular ABX test we designed, the training database
was derived in such manner as to emphasize the chorus of
the orchestra in the reference recording while diminishing
the other instruments present, mainly woodwind and stringed
instruments. The listeners then were asked to decide whether X
was perceptually closer to A or B, based on whether they per-
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Fig. 3. Choi–Williams distribution of the (top) desired, (middle) reference, and (bottom) resynthesized waveforms at the time points during a tympani strike
(samples 60–80).
TABLE VI
RESULTS FROM THE ABX AND PREFERENCE LISTENING TESTS

ceived (for each one of the three waveforms) the voices being
prominent, and the woodwind and stringed instruments in the
background, or the opposite. We synthesized three waveforms,
about 9 s each, that were not included in the training data.
These waveforms, along with the corresponding source and
target recordings, were presented to all twelve participants of
the listening test in random order, with the choice of A, B, and
X, as explained in the previous paragraph (three ABX tests per
listener). The results of this test are shown in Table VI, and it
is evident that the resynthesis performance is quite satisfactory,
considering the complexity of the task. The results labeled as
“Results correct” in the table for this test correspond to the
case when the synthesized waveform was identified as closer
to the target response. It is of interest to note that most listeners
noticed a quality degradation for the synthesized waveform;
however, in most cases, this did not seem to influence their
decision. Quality improvement of the synthesized signals is
a very important issue that must be considered for further
improving the proposed methods. Among the parameters that
are related with the resulting signal quality, the most important
are the design and size of the training database, the number of
GMM parameters, as well as the underlying model used for
representing audio signals.
For the perceptual preference test, the same number of
listeners had to decide whether the waveform with adaptation

or without adaptation was of better acoustical quality. The
number of synthesized waveforms was three pairs (each pair
corresponding to the same source waveform, synthesized with
and without adaptation), and were presented in random order to
the twelve participants of the test (three perceptual preference
tests per listener). The results are shown in Table VI, and it is
clear that the adaptation methods performance is satisfactory.
The results labeled as “Results correct” in the table for this
test, correspond to the case when the synthesized waveform
after adaptation was identified as the one of superior quality.
The quality of the synthesized waveforms is worse when compared to the original waveforms, but adaptation produces much
improved results when compared to the spectral conversion
without adaptation, as the results of the test demonstrate.
We believe other types of tests will be very useful to evaluate
the methods proposed here as well. One issue is localization, i.e.,
whether there is perceptual improvement when all the synthesized waveforms along with the original recordings are mixed
and rendered through a multichannel audio system. We are currently experimenting on such issues and methods on quantifying
the results.
D. Percussive Sound Synthesis
The algorithm described in Section II-A considering the
special case of percussive sound resynthesis was tested. Fig. 3
shows the time-frequency evolution of a tympani instance
using the Choi-Williams distribution [23], a distribution that
achieves the high resolution needed in such cases of impulsive
signal nature. Fig. 3 clearly demonstrates the improvement in
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drum-like sound resynthesis. The impulsiveness of the signal at
around samples 60–80 is observed in the desired response and
verified in the synthesized waveform. The attack part is clearly
enhanced, significantly adding the sense of proximity to the
audio signal, as informal listening tests clearly demonstrated.
It is of interest to consider possible methods to manipulate
such sounds for the synthesis case as well. The method described for percussive sound resynthesis must be modified for
the case of synthesis, where the exact excitation signal is not
available. One possible solution to this problem is to use the
excitation signal of the same type of instrument obtained from
another recording and modify it so as to provide an acoustically closer result to the desired. The idea is that this second
recording contains isolated or enhanced instances of the instrument that can be used to extract a residual signal similar to what
we would have in the resynthesis case. Application of this approach gave satisfying results although the sound produced differs when compared to the actual target recording (available
only for testing in this case). This is true since the excitation
signal, even with no modeling error, characterizes the way the
instrument is excited, which might be different for different
recordings. However, the synthesized signal usually contains no
significant artifacts and the main difficulty is that of locating the
exact instances of the instrument, as noted in Section II-D as
well.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We termed multichannel audio resynthesis as the task of
recreating the multiple microphone recordings of an existing
multichannel audio recording, from a smaller set of reference
signals. Our motivation was to provide a scheme that allows for
efficient transmission of multichannel audio through low-bandwidth networks. At the same time, the resynthesis problem
arises as a first step toward solving the multichannel audio
synthesis problem. Multichannel audio synthesis is the more
complex task of completely synthesizing these multiple microphone recordings from an existing monophonic or stereophonic
recording, thus making it available for multichannel rendering.
In this paper, we applied spectral conversion and adaptation
techniques, originally developed for speech synthesis and
recognition, to the multichannel audio synthesis problem. The
approach was to adapt the GMM parameters developed for the
resynthesis problem (where the desired response is available
for training the model) to the synthesis problem (no available
desired response) by assuming that the reference and target
recordings are related with a number of probabilistic linear
transformations. The results we obtained were quite promising.
Further research is needed in order to validate our methods
by deriving more subjective evaluation tests in addition to the
objective and subjective measures that were utilized in this
paper. For example, it would be interesting to derive listening
tests that measure the amount of localization that the synthesized multichannel recordings achieve, since this is one of the
essential goals of the derived algorithms. It is also of interest to
verify the validity of our assumption, that a more diverse collection of recordings would result in easily generalizable GMM
parameters. A large number of multimicrophone recordings of
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various types of music performances is required in this case,
which is far from trivial to acquire.
It should be noted that the methods described in this paper
will not yield acceptable results for all types of sounds. Transient sounds in general cannot be adequately processed by
simply modifying their short-term spectral envelope. The special case of percussive drum-like sounds was examined because
of their acoustical significance and because models for these
sounds are available. More work is also needed in this area for
identifying other types of sounds which these methods cannot
adequately address and possible alternative solutions for these
cases.
Finally, the listening tests we performed made clear that the
quality of the synthesized signals must be improved. A different
model for audio signals, such as a sinusoidal model, might possibly result in perceptual improvement of the proposed algorithms. We are also investigating the effect of the design of the
training database on the resulting signal quality, for various synthesis objectives.
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